Lunch seminar La Sapienza – NTTData

Global IT Innovator

Why Flutter Works

Register for the following seminar about: Flutter

Friday, November 6th 2020 – from 3:00 to 4:00 PM
NTTData: Why Flutter Works

Description:
After a year of Flutter, and 6 apps released on the stores, we will share our experience and the elements that make Flutter unique.

We will talk about Flutter’s pros and cons; when we suggest using it and when it might not be a good choice too.

Registrations are open!
The seminar will be held online on ZOOM
It’s free but places are limited, please register: HERE
JOIN THE SEMINAR: Here

The goal of the ITMeeting Lunch Seminars is to show to students the approach to the design and solution of IT related problems by different companies. Thus, the seminar will describe a technological topic and all its implications (no company overview presentation, which have their space twice a year in the main ITMeeting event).

Expected audience are students of the following university programs:

- Informatica (triennale)
- Master in Computer Science
- Master in Data Science
- Master in Cyber Security

Don’t forget to register: https://forms.gle/43v3FWjxTMbHpbE9

QR Code for the event: